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What we will cover today
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⚫ Typical Accessibility Barriers

⚫ P.O.U.R. Principles of Digital Accessibility

⚫ Live examples of Good vs Bad Accessibility

⚫ Why accessibility is important



Before we start…
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⚫ Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF, HTML, etc. are all 

capable of producing accessible documents.

⚫ Most of the accessibility barriers are a result of not 

following best practices for accessibility (or not 

using the right tool for the job)

 Microsoft has online tips for creating accessible 

documents (https://bit.ly/3RunLyA) 

⚫ The core concepts of the Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) apply to all 

electronic documents.

https://bit.ly/3RunLyA


Rather than looking for ways to 

overcome accessibility barriers, 

we should not be placing 

barriers in the first place.

- Whitney Quesenbery author of “A Web for Everyone”



Typical barriers we create
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⚫ Scanned documents, Print to PDF

⚫ Images of text/ Word Art

⚫ Form fields without labels/tooltips

⚫ Font size, type, number of fonts used

⚫ Poor/No Color Contrast

⚫ Hard to understand (language and layout)

⚫ No alt-text for images



Typical barriers we put in place (cont’d)
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⚫ Text over picture/image or busy animation

⚫ Not keyboard accessible

⚫ No closed captioning for video or audio files.

 (audio described video)

⚫ Complex tables, merged cells, tables for layout

⚫ Text boxes for text placement

⚫ No structure (Styles, Tags, etc.)



What is the (expected) user 
experience?
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From the beginning, we should be thinking about:

⚫ Who is my audience?

⚫ How am I expecting them to use the 

information?

⚫ How will users interact with the content?

⚫ How will they navigate through the content?

⚫ How will they be accessing the information?



Whose responsibility is it anyway?
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Everyone!

We all play a part in ensuring the content we 

create is accessible to the widest range of user 

abilities.

From those writing the content, designing the 

layout, etc. What is the expected user journey? 



POUR Principles
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An accessible document is one that is:

⚫ Perceivable

⚫ Operable

⚫ Understandable

⚫ Robust

- Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0



Perceivable
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Can the information be perceived by users who 

may have limited or no use of:

⚫ Sight

⚫ Sound

⚫ Touch?



Perceivable - Examples
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⚫ Videos must have closed captions for deaf or 

hard of hearing users.

⚫ Images must have alternative text describing the 

image for visually-impaired users.

⚫ Text must be actual text (not images)



Perceivable - Captions
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Closed Captions vs Open Captions

⚫ Closed captions can be turned on/off, resized, 

moved on the screen. They are separate from 

the video. Available to someone using a braille 

device.

⚫ Open captions are “burned in” to the video. 

They are permanent. The user cannot control 

whether they appear or not, the color, size, font 

or placement. Not accessible to a braille device.



Perceivable – ALT Text for images
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Perceivable –
No Alt Text = Not Perceivable
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Perceivable –
ALT Text replaces the image
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Operable
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The user interface, navigation, and interactive 

components of your document must be able to be 

used by everyone, including people who do not 

navigate documents using a standard keyboard 

and mouse.

People with motor disabilities, quadriplegia, 

blindness, or even extreme cases of arthritis cannot 

use a mouse to click through documents and 

websites.



Operable - Examples
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⚫ Can interactive elements (form fields, links, 

buttons, etc.) be accessed by the keyboard?

⚫ Can users efficiently navigate through your 

document with or without assistive technology?

⚫ Can users zoom in/enlarge text? 

 Without affecting the readability?



Operable – Keyboard Access 
(Can I get to the content from the keyboard?)
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Understandable
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The information presented (and how to use it) is 

clear to all users. Layout and formatting is 

consistent and predictable



Understandable - Examples
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⚫ Appropriately targeted language and reading 

level (typically at 8th- or 9th-grade reading level 

if writing for the general public).

⚫ Consistent font styles (family, colors, and sizing)

⚫ A well-thought-out and easy to use structure 

(navigation)

⚫ Important information does not rely on color 

alone

⚫ Form fields, links and buttons are clearly labeled



Understandable – What’s the function?
(and Info/Relationship)
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Understandable – Use of Color… 
(Don’t use color alone to convey meaning)
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Understandable – Plain Language
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Plain Writing Act (2010)

Writing that is clear, concise, well-organized, and 

follows other best practices appropriate to the 

subject or field and intended audience.

Can users:

⚫ Find what they need

⚫ Understand what they find the first time they read or hear it

⚫ Use what they find to meet their needs



Understandable – Tables
Example of a complex table
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Understandable – Tables
Example of a simplified accessible table
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Robust
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⚫ Can be accessed reliably on a variety of devices 

(including AT).

⚫ As technologies advance, content maintains 

accessibility.

⚫ Multiple ways to navigate (Headings, Bookmarks, 

Table of Contents, etc.)



Robust – Multiple Ways
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What is the take-away?
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If any of these four principles do not work, then 

users may not be able to:

⚫ access your information,

⚫ interact with your content

⚫ complete the tasks you are asking them to 

do,

⚫ What else?



Why is accessibility important?
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⚫ Accessible content means that all users can 

perceive, understand, navigate, and interact 

with the information

 can be active, contributing members of the digital 

world.

⚫ Visual, auditory, physical, speech, cognitive, and 

neurological disabilities should all be considered 

when implementing accessibility measures.



Accessible documents benefit 

everyone!
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⚫ When content is created with an accessibility first 

approach, the user experience is improved for 

everyone, with or without a disability.

⚫ Well-designed, accessible digital content allows 

a greater variety of individuals to obtain 

information regardless of their individual needs.

⚫ It’s about inclusion! Don’t leave anyone out!



Accessible Design is Proactive

Reactive:

⚫ Accessibility as a final 

step in the process,
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Proactive:

⚫ Accessibility First 

approach,

 Not building barriers in 

the first place



User Experience
Let’s Walk Through a Document



What about…?
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Inaccessible Document
Live Example(s)



Live Examples of Inaccessible 

Documents
At this time, we are going to switch to looking at 

some live examples, and discuss the barriers 

present based on the POUR principles we have 

discussed.



Accessible Document
Live Example(s)



Live Examples of Accessible 

Documents
At this time, we are going to switch to looking at 

some live examples, and discuss how considering 

the POUR principles we have discussed benefit all 

users.



Questions?
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